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Interior designer Barbara Feinstein has a knack for creating interesting digs based on her client’s vision. So when she was approached by her long-time clients to turn their bathroom into
a haven that doubled as a dressing room, she had a few ideas on
how to make the spaces memorable.
“They were really looking to create an area that was just for the
parents, away from the kids” said Feinstein. “So visually it had
to be someplace that felt luxurious.”
To accomplish this goal, Barbara’s team found materials that
would create the sense of a lush oasis. Thasos marble adorned
the walls while the dual sinks of the custom built vanity were
created using Emperor Marble and walnut veneers. In the dressing area, she found unique furnishings to give the space a timeless feel.
The meticulous attention to detail extended to the flooring,
which was created to be perfectly symmetrical per the client’s instructions. Care was taken so that the tile was well-crafted as to
not have any odd pieces visible. She also ensured that the exact
details of the flooring would be directly reflected in the design
of the ceiling above.
Because space was at a premium in the small bathroom, Barbara took care to add additional pieces to make the room appear
larger. In the bathing area, she installed a mirror that ran the full
length of the wall above the vanity. She also made sure that the
vanity itself was installed without legs with lighting that ran the
length of the structure beneath.
Doing so only not only gave the illusion of the vanity floating, but it provided some much needed depth to the bathroom.
“Plus,” said Barbara with a laugh, “late at night you don’t necessarily have to be hit with a deluge of bright light when you go
to bathroom. You can just rely on the soft lighting under the
fixture.”
Color also played an important role throughout the renovation.
“The client liked the classic brown and white pairing and I suggested using orange as well”, she explained. “It worked really well
as it looked very classic. “
The warm and inviting accent tint found its way to everything
from the custom shades to the ceiling. Which is not surprising
considering that she believes that adding color to the ceiling is
one of her signature style elements.
“Too often the knee jerk reaction is to just paint the ceiling
white-which I feel is a missed opportunity. I think of the ceiling
as being the fifth wall. Especially in a tiled area where there are
no walls. I think it really looks special and unique-especially for
this client’s project.”
The task was completed within four months and produced an
end result that was aesthetically both timeless yet surprisingly
modern. The clients were understandably thrilled with how Barbara’s firm interpreted their requests. Which, she says, is the
ultimate accomplishment.
“Helping clients to find their own style is really my forte. They
truly serve as my inspiration for my work.”
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